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Abstract

One of severe security threats in wireless sensor network is node compromise. A compromised node can easily inject false data reports
on the events that do not occur. The existing approaches in which each forwarding sensor along a path probabilistically filters out inject-
ed false data may not be adequate because such protection may break down when more than a threshold number of nodes are compro-
mised. To solve this problem, we present a sink filtering scheme in clusters of heterogeneous sensor networks. In addition to basic
sensors, some powerful data gathering sensors termed as cluster heads (CHs) are added. Each aggregation report generated by a CH
must carry multiple keyed message authentication codes (MACs); each MAC is generated by a basic sensor that senses the event.
The sink node checks the validity of the carried MACs in an aggregation report and filters out the forged report. We analyze the resil-
ience and overhead of the sink filtering scheme. Both analytical and simulation results show that the scheme is resilient to an increasing
number of compromised nodes, with graceful performance degradation. Particularly, we adopt Poisson Approximation to investigate the
performance tradeoff between resilience and overall cost, and give some suggestions on how to choose the parameters. The scheme is also
scalable and efficient in communication, computation and storage.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Sensor networks are expected to play an important role
in the upcoming age of pervasive computing, and are being
deployed for a wide variety of applications, for example,
military sensing and tracking, environment and habitat
monitoring, industrial sensing, traffic control, etc. For the
mission-critical applications, security is a major concern
since in most cases the sensors work in an unattended or
hostile environment. A major threat in wireless sensor net-
work is false data injection attack, i.e., the compromised
sensors forge the events that do not occur. Such type of
attack not only leads to false alarm, but also wastes the
sensors’ energy.

To defend against false data injection attack, Zhu et al.
[1] presented an interleaved hop-by-hop authentication
(IHA) scheme and Ye et al. [2] proposed a statistical en-

route filtering (SEF) mechanism. The methodology of both
IHA and SEF schemes is that, each forwarding sensor
along a path probabilistically filters out the injected false
data. However, for both IHA and SEF schemes, the whole
system will break down if an attacker has compromised T
nodes. In other words, after compromising T nodes, the
attacker can forge events happening at arbitrary locations
without being detection.

Recently, Yang et al. [3] proposed a location-based
resilient security (LBRS) scheme, which eliminates the
threshold breakdown problem (in IHA and SEF
schemes) by exploiting a location-based approach as
the fundamental mechanism towards resilient security.
The location-binding property constraints the scope for
which individual keys can be misused, thus limiting
the damages caused by a collection of compromised
nodes; however, LBRS assumes that once deployed
every node can obtain its geographic location via a
location scheme. We comment that such an assumption
may not always be practical, because the overhead
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incurred may be huge if every sensor needs to obtain its
geographic location.

As an alternative to LBRS scheme, in this paper, we
propose a sink filtering scheme in clusters of heterogeneous
sensor networks. In addition to basic sensors, some power-
ful data gathering sensors termed as cluster heads (CHs)
are added. Each aggregation report generated by a CH
must carry multiple keyed message authentication codes
(MACs); each MAC is generated by a basic sensor that
senses the event. The sink node checks the validity of the
carried MACs in an aggregation report and filters out the
forged report. We analyze the resilience and overhead of
the scheme. Both analytical and simulation results show
that the scheme is resilient to an increasing number of com-
promised nodes, without threshold breakdown problem.
We also adopt Poisson Approximation to investigate the
performance tradeoff between resilience and overall cost.
Suggestions on how to choose the parameters are also giv-
en. In addition, the scheme is scalable and efficient in com-
munication, computation and storage. An earlier version of
this paper can be found in [4].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we describe the assumptions and the network model. The
sink filtering scheme in clusters of heterogeneous sensor
networks is presented in Section 3. Section 4 studies the
resilience behavior within a cluster for the proposed
scheme. Section 5 analyzes the resilience of the scheme
and investigates the tradeoff between resilience and overall
cost. Section 6 evaluates the overhead of the scheme. Final-
ly, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Assumptions and network model

We consider a heterogeneous sensor network, where two
types of sensors are deployed: basic sensor and cluster head
(CH). A basic sensor is simple, inexpensive and power-lim-
ited, while a CH has more capabilities on processing and
communication, richer power supply, and is more compro-
mise-resilient.

We consider a target deployment area as a two-dimen-
sional square region with size A2. The sink is located at
the center (0, 0), and the network is fðx; yÞj jxj 6
A
2
; jyj 6 A

2
g, shown in Fig. 1. The basic sensors are uniform-

ly distributed across the entire deployment area. The sens-
ing range of a basic sensor is rs; the communication range
of a basic sensor is rc. We define the deployment density as
the average number of basic sensors within a basic sensor’s
sensing range, denoted by n. The total number of basic sen-
sors N is determined by the deployment area A2, the
deployment density n, and the sensing range rs. That is,
N ¼ ½nA2=pr2

s �. Every basic sensor has a unique identifica-
tion (ID).

The deployment area is divided into C equal size grids
(i.e., clusters), with each grid’s size as a2. The choice of C
has an upper bound, i.e., the area of each cluster at least
covers a basic sensor’s sensing area. We use Cb to denote
the upper bound of C, and we have Cb ¼ A2

4r2
s
. Without loss

of generality, we assume that each CH is deployed at the
center of each grid. Every CH also has a unique ID. Each
basic sensor is assigned to the nearest CH. For simplicity,
we assume that there are s (i.e., N

C) basic sensors in each
cluster. Our numerical results will demonstrate that this
assumption has a negligible impact on our analysis and
can be moved out. We also assume that these s basic sen-
sors are uniformly distributed within a grid.

In order to prevent a malicious node claiming to be a
CH node and confusing others, we differentiate the IDs
of the CHs from the IDs of the basic nodes. Our method-
ology is the same as the approach in [5] which is used to dif-
ferentiate a mobile station from a regular node. In our
scheme, we set the ID for a CH node as a pseudo-random
number output from a hash function and 8 bytes long; and
set the ID for a basic sensor as an integer between 1 and
65,536 (i.e., assuming that there are at most 65,536 basic
sensors in a network) and 2 bytes long. The ID of a CH
node will unlikely fall into the range [1–65,536] since the
probability that all the other 6 bytes of a CH ID output
from a hash function are zeros is negligible.

The key management for the clusters of heterogeneous
sensor network is as follows: (1) before deployment, each
sensor (either a basic sensor or a CH) shares a secret key
with the sink; (2) we assume the neighborhood relationship
among CHs is known in advance. Before deployment, each
CH simply pre-loads eight pairwise keys with its eight
immediate neighboring CHs, respectively. The CHs, there-
fore, organize themselves into a static ad hoc network. (3)
Upon deployment, each basic sensor establishes a pairwise
key with its one-hop neighboring basic sensors; the one-
hop pairwise key establishment scheme in LEAP [6] is
adopted to achieve this goal. We denote the number of

Fig. 1. The deployment area A2. It is divided into C equal size grids (i.e.,
clusters), with each grid’s size as a2. We define the clusters within the area
fðx; yÞjaðl� 1Þ 6 jxj 6 al; aðl� 1Þ 6 jyj 6 alg as of lth level clusters
(1 6 l 6 L). In this picture, C = 36, L = 3.
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